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Introduction

by Marcus Orsi,
Chief Philatelist, David Feldman SA
Dear Collectors and friends,

As a young stamp collector at the age of eight years old, I would leaf through the Stanley Gibbons All World catalogue and look at the first stamps of every country, dreaming that one day I may have the opportunity to simply see or, even better, hold one of these great rarities, never conceiving that I would be one day handling them on a daily basis.

The last thirty-five years working at David Feldman SA have truly made this dream come true. Ever since my first auction in 1981, through to 2016, I have handled some—if not practically all—of the world rarest stamps. Some of my favourites being the Brazil Pack strip, the Fabergé Cover of Finland, the Inverted Jenny of the United States, the Bordeaux and Bombay Covers of Mauritius—as well as the fabulous “Post Office” stamps themselves—and some more esoteric items like the Russian post offices in Mongolia with the Kobdo Cover.

With all of these rarities passing through my hands, I was beginning to think that I had seen everything and that there were no more unique treasures yet to be discovered. That was until last year, when I learned of the discovery of the Mauritius “Post Office” printing plate.

Maurice Burrus was undoubtedly my philatelic hero, and when I heard that the Burrus family had unearthed the plate, probably Maurice’s most prized item, I was delighted. Having been able to see and touch the plate, I can now unreservedly state that this is without doubt the most significant philatelic item that I have ever handled!

All those who have been fortunate enough to examine the plate in person describe feeling an almost magical connection back to the Island of Mauritius in 1847 and the workshop of Joseph Barnard as he sat engraving a young Queen Victoria’s head, alongside the now immortal words “Post Office”.

The Mauritius “Post Office” stamps are, no doubt, among the most prized and sought-after stamps in the world. The reappearance of the unique copper plate that created them, and the subsequent possibility to acquire it represent “a once in a lifetime” opportunity either for a philatelist looking to own what would be the pinnacle of any collection, an investor searching for a truly iconic emotional asset, or indeed a museum seeking to exhibit a unique item that represents the very start of democratised written communications, and to preserve it for generations to come.

Geneva, September 2016
Foreword

by Helen Morgan
(Author of “The Blue Mauritius, the Hunt for the World’s most Valuable Stamps”)

I am sure that for many philatelists, at whichever end of the collecting spectrum they sit, puzzling out the story of their particular postal interests provides enjoyment equal to possessing the items themselves. Nothing so perfectly balances these aspects of philately as the story of the Post Office Mauritius.

The identification of the Post Office stamps as the first issue of colonial Mauritius coincided with the rise in the 1860s of serious research into stamps and their production. It took the plating of the Post Paid to realise that the Post Office wasn’t simply an error of that issue. Bringing together the few Post Office specimens known in 1870 helped the French philatelist Dr Jacques Amable Legrand to determine that there was probably only one engraving of each value. These discoveries set the fledgling stamp collecting world alight. There was a frisson of mystery about Mauritius.

The extraordinary discovery in 1912 of the actual printing plate answered one question—why so few stamps were issued, there being only one engraving of each value. Dr Legrand was proved right. But another question immediately took its place. How did the plate find its way from Mauritius to London?

I was (and still am) attracted to the Post Office story because of such mystery, and the sense of being one in a line of researchers who can yet, at such a distance, find in it something new and thrilling to ponder. ‘Philately’, in the prosaic words of one long ago observer, ‘is the collection and study of any one of more countries or issues whereby definite conclusions are arrived at, in spite of the absence of official records’. This is the challenge that drives the philatelist, to piece together a history from a wide range of sources, written and oral, alongside the visual testimony of the items themselves.

In my trawling through the philatelic literature going back to the earliest days of the hobby I scribbled down sentences that encapsulated the essence of stamp collecting generally and the Post Office story particularly. Some of these ended up as epigraphs for the chapters in my book Blue Mauritius—indeed, the maxim from Georges Brunel, that one must never despair in philately because happy surprises surely lie ahead, prefaced the book. The philatelist Edward Evans spent time in Mauritius in the late 1870s, making interesting discoveries in the archives relating to the history of the island’s first stamps, as well as returning with a specimen on cover. He later wrote that he’d not been hopeful of turning up much information when he began his research and was astonished at the amount of fresh information he obtained. One of Brunel’s happy surprises.

After being exhibited and sold several times since its discovery, the Post Office plate disappeared from public view in the 1930s. When first reported in the philatelic press the plate was rated ‘undoubtedly the most magnificent “Item” of Philatelic interest that can possibly exist’. By 1930 Nevile Lacy Stocken, who had announced the first discovery, was pronouncing it ‘the most valuable Piece of Copper in the World’.

Reviewing the history of the lost plate in The London Philatelist in 2012, the centenary of its discovery, philatelist David Beech related a story told to him by H.R. Harmer’s son. Harmer the elder had sold...
the plate around 1930, it was thought, to Maurice Burrus, but it was not amongst Burrus’s Mauritius collection when auctioned in 1963, four years after his death. H.R. Hamer believed it had been kept as a souvenir by a nephew. The fear was that it had been lost, perhaps during the preparation for auction. In the months following the publication of this article David Beech’s determined sleuthing in the archives of the Royal Philatelic Society London uncovered written proof (a letter from Burrus) that Burrus had owned the plate in 1935.

I was thrilled early in 2015 when contacted by David Feldman SA letting me know that the plate had been rediscovered; not lost, but in the possession of Maurice Burrus’s late niece, Odile. H.R. Hamer, as conveyed by his son to David Beech, had, essentially, been correct. The plate had stayed in the family, kept it seems as a souvenir of their uncle. I could not travel to London on the plate’s exhibition there at Europhilex, and was most envious of David Beech having travelled to Geneva to inspect the plate in person, to actually hold the object he’d been researching and wondering about for so long! He told me later that it was just as he’d imagined it—’it looked the part and was just right’.

The tiny plate was found wrapped in ordinary white paper, touchingly inscribed in everyday biro, ‘Plaque Oncle Maurice’. The small O pencilled in the upper right corner signified that the plate had been set aside for, or claimed by, Odile Burrus. It must have meant a lot to her uncle, even more than the stamp collection he’d been preparing for sale when he died. Perhaps when he held it, Burrus’ mind was swept back a hundred years, imagining what it was like to be the engraver of the new fangled letter labels, carefully printing them one by one, and even experiencing the novelty of receiving a local letter bearing his own work in the form of the one penny. The connection to the past is so tangible in this plate. Despite not having seen it, I sense it through the magnificent colour reproductions in this catalogue. So small and light, its survival seems miraculous.

The mystery of its whereabouts for the last eighty years now solved, the plate still tantalises with the unknown story of its journey from Mauritius, perhaps from a government vault, into the possession of someone who knew nothing of its history and cared less. The plate surfaced in 1912 through the agency of one Colonel Henry Colnaghi. It wasn’t long before the Mauritius government took an interest in the plate and the Colonial Office set up a Commission of enquiry. The findings of the enquiry were inconclusive and consisted mostly of hearsay from various Mauritius postal employees who appeared to have no idea what they were talking about.

Despite this, what we do have from the enquiry are Henry Colnaghi’s own considered words to the Commissioners:

As a boy when visiting an aunt one day she said to me “I have been looking through a box of old clothes etc belonging to my late aunt and have put some curios on one side for you” Among the things was this plate... It was many years ago... I did not know what it was and took no care of it—and eventually forgot about it.

The Colonel, born in 1866, was a middle aged man in 1914 when this was written, remembering something from before he had joined the
Royal Engineers nearly thirty years previously. Considering him a boy from about the age of 8 till 16 could mean that he was given the plate between 1874 and 1882. The plate had long been considered lost at the time I was researching it for my book. The results of the Commission of enquiry were inconclusive and I had left it at that. I didn’t track back through the Colnaghi family tree and indeed also overlooked this issue of aunts—an aunt and an aunt’s aunt—two aunts! Who might these aunts have been? Henry Colnaghi was the son of Sir Dominic Ellis Colnaghi (1838-1908). Dominic Ellis had one brother, the probable supplier of a paternal aunt, a more likely candidate than a maternal aunt, given the Colnaghi family connections to engraving and printing through the firm of P & D Colnaghi. Dominic Ellis and his brother had two Colnaghi aunts, one of whom, Caroline, was for a time (1829-39) a partner in P & D Colnaghi, succeeded by her son John Anthony Scott, who died in 1864. Caroline died in 1874, when Henry Colnaghi was a boy. It is feasible that in the years following Caroline’s death, sadly having outlived both her husband and son, that it would fall to a niece (or niece-in-law) to go through her things. The curious little plate is something the niece might well have passed on to young Henry Colnaghi, whose 1914 letter makes clear collected stamps in his youth.

This has a ring of truth, yet we stumble again upon the question of how Caroline might have acquired the plate. By pointing to a female family member Henry may have been deflecting attention from a more probable source, his late father Dominic Ellis, who in his youth had been a collector and supplier of Greek artefacts to the British Museum and later went on to consular roles in Cyprus and Florence. After considering the Colnaghi family tree and Dominic Ellis’s career, Daniel Flesher, CEO of David Feldman SA, suggested to me that with Colnaghi senior’s excellent political and museum contacts, he may well have been the original source of the plate. I agree, this has as much probability as the alternative.

Henry Colnaghi’s letter to the Commission, in the Commissioners’ own words, threw ‘no additional light on the question’. The Colonial Office communicated to the Royal Philatelic Society of London later in 1915 that ‘after carefully considering the case, and consulting the Law Officers of the Crown upon it, he [the Under Secretary] does not consider it desirable in the circumstances to proceed further with the matter’. Desirable in the circumstances is an intriguing turn of phrase.

In the end, why pursue it? It is unlikely that the plate was stolen, and probable that it was gifted. There is a precedent for that in Edward Evans having returned from Mauritius with what is believed to be Joseph Barnard’s original estimate for engraving the plate, which Evans eventually gifted to the British Museum. The Governor of Mauritius himself, Sir Cavendish Boyle, had returned in 1911 from his time in the island with the 1859 Post Paid plates, ‘rescued from destruction’ as a gift for George V!

For now, the story of the plate’s early movements requires weighing up the balance of probabilities. We marvel that it has been rediscovered, and wish we could share the news with those gone before us. Up for sale for the first time in eighty years, the plate is about to make another journey. I hope the new owner keeps it safe.
Description
The 1847 Mauritius “Post Office” Issue Printing Plate
Thursday, December 1, 2016 at 18:00 CET

Lot 1

Mauritius “Post Office” issue printing plate: intaglio (as opposite to relief) printing plate in copper; width 81.05 mm x height 60.6 mm, with a weight of 46 grams, showing a single cliché of the 1d and 2d values each measuring width 20.4 mm x height 23.6 mm, with a separation of 31 mm between the engravings; both values showing the inscription “POST OFFICE” “POSTAGE” “MAURITIUS” and either “ONE PENNY” or “TWO PENCE” bordering a portrait of Queen Victoria, with background shading of vertical and diagonal lines (approx. 50 degrees CCW or CW respectively.)

Estimate: € 2’000’000 – € 3’000’000

Auction Start Price: € 1’000’000
Features, Provenance Exhibitions and Expertise
It is said to have been bent at one time and thought to have been straightened (as it is currently) in the 1880s. The plate shows some oxidisation and ink remainders (likely from the later reprints.)

Notable marks made (whether intentionally or by accident) since its use in 1847 include the following:

- 1d: Small dot in the lower right corner ornament (probably from 1912)
- 2d: Vertical scratch through “POST OFFICE” (occurred before the first reprints)
- 2d: Horizontal score in the lower right corner ornament from 1912
PROVENANCE

1847 Colonial Government of Mauritius – Mauritius Postmaster General

Between 1874 and 1882 Dominic Henry Colnaghi (according to his own statement to the Commission of enquiry set up in 1914 by the Colonial Office on request of the government of Mauritius, he got it as a gift from an aunt)

1912 Neville Stocken (bought it in London from Colnaghi for a “consideration in cash”

1912 David Field (unknown price)

1912 Sydney Loder (unknown price)

1930 (?) Maurice Burrus (unknown price)

1959 (?) Odile Burrus (bequeathed from his uncle, Maurice Burrus)

2013 Burrus Family (Heirs of Odile Burrus)

EXHIBITIONS (Court of Honour)


1913, Oct 27 - Nov 1 New York Philatelic International Exhibition

1930, Sept 12-21 Berlin Philatelic Exhibition (IPOSTA)

1935, May 6 -11 Royal Jubilee Exhibition of British Empire Stamps of the Victorian Era

2015, May 13-16 Europhilex London 2015

2015, Aug 14-19 Singapore World Stamp Exhibition

2015, Dec 2-5 Monacophil 2015

2016, May 28 - June 4 New York International Stamp Show

EXPERTISE

2016 RPSL Certificate

The plate has been certified as being authentic by the Expert Committee of the Royal Philatelic Society London.

2015-16 David Feldman SA has made comparative studies between the plate and some of the original (certified) stamps printed with it in 1847 and reprints made 1912 through digital imagery analysis, including:

• Ultra-high definition scanning
• Macro photography
• Precision digital measurement and sectioning
• Semi-transparent foregrounds and superimposition

These analysis have proven that the stamps tested (Nos. 1, 6, 7, 8, 13, 21, 23 and 24*—as per L.N. & M. Williams numbering system), were undoubtedly printed with the plate. The tests also helped to corroborate that the plate was marked after its original use (probably in 1912).

* David Feldman SA has handled these stamps at one time throughout its history and has developed an exhaustive hi-resolution (analogue and digital) imagery archive, which has allowed to perform these tests. No other stamps were tested.
Lower right-hand corner of the (a) 1d used stamp (No. 6 – “Bombay” cover), (b) the 1d cliché and (c) a black reprint from 1912. A horizontal mark (never before recorded) can be seen on both (b) and (c).
EXPERTISE / SUPERIMPOSITION ANALYSIS

Foreground Cut Sections
By erasing parts of the stamps (Nos. 1 & 13) on the foreground, it is possible to see that the backgrounds (mirrored images of the clichés) correspond exactly to the printed image on the stamps.
Semi-transparent Foreground

The images show semi-transparent mirrored ultra-high resolution images of the 1d and 2d stamps (Nos. 1 and 13) placed on top of a close-up image of the plate’s corresponding clichés. Every single detail of both cliché and stamp corresponds to its counterpart.
Valuation

*Alex Porter, ed.*
After the “Post Office” printing plate was first discovered, Alexander J. Sefi, the renowned English philatelist, dealer and scholar, editor of the *Philatelic Journal of Great Britain*, *Philatelic World* and *The West-End Philatelist*, and signer of the Roll of Distinguished Philatelists wrote “… it is difficult to calculate its exact value; a used copy of either of the actual stamps is worth from £1,000 to £1,300, and an unused one anything from £1,500 to £2,000. If these stamps, of which about 26 copies are known, and for which it would be possible for further copies to turn up, are worth such large sums of money, what then is worth this plate, the only possible one of its kind in the world, and the plate from which each and every one of these great rarities was printed? It is impossible exactly to calculate, but it must, at a conservative estimate, be at least £5,000.” Sefi also called the plate “the greatest philatelic treasure existing”.

Nevile Stocken, to whom the discovery of the plate is attributed, after Dominic Henry Colnaghi—its only known owner subsequent to the Government of Mauritius—found the plate and decided to sell it, paid, in his own words, “a consideration in cash”. He never disclosed the exact amount, but called it “the most expensive piece of copper in the world”. Undisclosed remain the sums as well, to our days, paid by David Field, who bought the plate from Stocken, and Sydney Loder, but it is known that an offer made by the Imperial Postal Museum in Berlin of £2,500 was turned down¹. All of this happened in 1912.

1. A few years earlier, Ferrary was rumoured to have declined an offer of £3,000 for his British Guiana 1c Black on Magenta, which situates the “Post Office” issue printing plate in similar territory at the time. In 2014, Sotheby’s sold the B.G. 1c for $US 9,500,000 in New York.

We should also recall that in 1904 (eight years earlier) the then Prince of Wales, later to become King George V, acquired an unused 2d “Post Office” stamp (No. 14) for £1,450.
Having been exhibited, also in 1912, at the Jubilee International Stamp Exhibition in London, the plate was taken the following year to be shown to the American public at the first International Philatelic Exhibition ever held in the United States. On October 28, 1913, the New York Times published an article headlined “$2,000,000 in Stamps Seen in Big Show [...] Plate here worth $50,000”. There, it was declared that “D. Field of London made the interesting announcement that he had brought to this country the original plate from which the first Mauritius stamps were printed, and which is estimated to be worth $50,000. It is owned by Sydney Loder, whose intention is to present it to the British Museum, on condition that a reprint of this

2. Equivalent to £10,000 at the time!
The legendary plate, from its discovery in 1912 to its disappearance around 1935, always mingled, philatelically speaking, with the greatest rarities in the world. At the Berlin Philatelic Exhibition, IPOSTA 1930 it was exhibited in a heavily secured safe accompanied by the Treskilling Yellow (for many years the most expensive stamp in the world), the Bombay Cover (once the most valuable philatelic item in the world), the Baden Error, the “Post Office” 2d single on a letter fragment, and a pair of Romanian Bull’s Heads.

Having acquired the plate by private treaty around 1930, Maurice Burrus exhibited it at the Royal Jubilee Exhibition of British Empire Stamps of the Victorian Era, in May 1935, together with the Bordeaux Cover and three “Post Office” stamps (one 1d red and two 2d blue). He insured the plate for half the value of the Bordeaux Cover, which was estimated at the same price as the three stamps (two unused and one used) together, placing the value of the plate well above that of an unused “Post Office” stamp.

The “Post Office” issue items find themselves, indeed, amongst the most valuable, desired and sought after in the world. For most of them, their value history has been carefully recorded, which has not been the case for the printing plate, where there is not enough quantitative price information available, but there is certitude of its superlativeness. It reaches the market for the first time in about 85 years, and there being very few opportunities in a lifetime to acquire a collectible item recognised as the “most valuable” in its field, this auction now represents such an occasion, and the opportunity for its future owner to earn spontaneous fame both within and beyond the philatelic world.

4. New York Times, October 27, 1913
1830

1842 (Jun 14)
Sir William Gomm is appointed Governor of Mauritius. He will stay in post until 1849.

1840

1846 (Dec 17)
Gomm announces Ordinance 13, in which Article 9 states that adhesive stamps must be affixed to postage, such stamps being provided by the Government.

1850

1847 (Aug)
Joseph Osmond Barnard is commissioned to print 500 stamps of each 1d and 2d values, for which he engraves a small copper plate.

1860

1847 (Sep 21)
Barnard delivers 500 stamps of each value with the wording “Post Office” to the Central Post Office in Port Louis. Mauritius becomes the first British Colony to issue postage stamps and only the 7th territory in the world to do so.

1870

1847 (Sep 30)
Lady Gomm celebrates her famous fancy Ball, for which she used many of the stamps to deliver her invitations within the island. The whole issue was used up within a few days.
New postage stamps were requisitioned for Mauritius, which were issued in 1858 already. In the interval, Barnard was hired to engrave new plates for both values containing 12 stamps each. The wording on the left of the stamps was “Post Paid”.

The “Post Office” issue printing plate seems to disappear. Theories suggest that it was gifted to a 3rd party by Sir William Gomm or by one of his administrators.

The plate reappears in the hands of Nevile Stocken, a London stamp dealer, who wrote in his memoirs that he acquired it from Col. Dominic Henry Colnaghi. Stocken sold the plate to David Field. Reprints were made.

The Plate is purchased by renowned collector Sydney Loder and exhibited by David Field on his behalf at the Jubilee Stamp Exhibition at the Royal Horticultural Hall in London.

The plate is taken to the United States for the New York International Stamp Show; the press refers to it as being worth US$ 50,000.
1930
The plate is exhibited at the Berlin philatelic exhibition IPOSTA, where it was shown in a special safe together with six other major items (including the “Bombay” cover.) At about the same time it is purchased by Maurice Burrus through H. R. Harmer, London.

1935 (May)
The plate is last shown to the public at the Royal Jubilee Exhibition of British Empire Stamps of the Victorian Era, organised by the Royal Philatelic Society, London.

1959 (Dec 5)
Maurice Burrus dies, leaving behind one of the most important philatelic collections ever formed.

1963 (Oct 1)
Maurice Burrus’ Mauritius Collection is sold at auction by Robson Lowe, Ltd. in London. The plate was not part of it, thus thought by many to be lost.
1970

Odile Burrus, one of Maurice’s nieces, dies in Alsace. Family members find the plate among her belongings; it was given to her by her uncle as a present.

1980

1990

2000

2010

2020

2013 (Nov 29)

2015 (Feb)

2015 (May 13)

2016

Jean-Paul Burrus, Maurice’s grand-nephew and godson, approaches David Feldman SA in Geneva searching for guidance and expertise. It is then decided to exhibit the plate around the world.

The Mauritius “Post Office” issue printing plate is shown to the public for the first time in 80 years at the Europhilex London 2015 exhibition.

Maurice Burrus’ heirs decide to offer the plate for auction through David Feldman SA on December 1st.
The Printing Plate of the Mauritius 1847 “Post Office” Issue*

by David R. Beech, MBE, FRPSL

* Revised text reflecting new information (2016)
The introduction of postage stamps in Mauritius in 1847 was in some ways a rather unusual event. Why should it be Mauritius that was to become the first British Colonial territory to introduce them? Following the pioneering lead of Great Britain and Ireland in 1840, those beginning to use them were Zurich, Brazil and Geneva in 1843, Basel in 1845 and the United States of America and Mauritius in 1847. In communication terms Mauritius was the most remote (allbeit that at the time it was on the shipping route to India from Britain, before the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869) and it would appear, had at the time the least operational need for them. Was it that Mauritius was advanced in postal innovation or was the 1847 “Post Office” issue made for the invitations or admittance cards for a Ball at Government House? The simple answer is that the postal service on the island was being put on a new footing.

The decision to issue postage stamps was announced by Government Ordinance dated 17th December 1846 with a theoretical introduction date of 1st January 1847. This gave the postal rates 1d per ounce for local town delivery, 2d per half ounce for country delivery and stated “Every letter, newspaper or packet of any kind liable to postage under this ordinance, if posted within the colony and its dependencies and having a stamp or stamps fixed thereto and appearing on the outside, such stamps being provided by the Government, and being of the value or amount required in each case according to the preceding
tariff, and not having been used before, shall pass by the post free of postage.” While a noble aim this was easier said than done for nearly all good security printing (for bank notes or paper money and stamps both postage and revenue) was centred in Europe, Canada and the United States. Bermuda had introduced postage stamps in 1848, the “Perot’s”, and used impressions of handstamps with manuscript endorsements for security, British Guiana had used printers type at the Royal Gazette newspaper in Georgetown to produce the “Cotton reel” issue in 1850-51, the Kingdom of Hawaii had also used printers type at the Government Printing Office in Honolulu to produce the “Missionary” issue of 1851-52, and Reunion also used printers type for the 1852 issue printed by M. Lahuppe of Saint-Denis. Mauritius not only was earlier than these but had its postage stamps locally engraved and printed from a copper plate!

Joseph Osmond Barnard (1816-65), the engraver and printer of the “Post Office” issue of stamps, was born in Portsmouth and travelled to Mauritius as a stowaway arriving in 1838. Such engraving skills were rare in Mauritius at this time and it was not surprising that he should be asked to provide an estimate for the engraving and printing of postage stamps. His estimate is dated 12th November 1846 and was clearly part of the planning of the new postal organisation. Barnard’s estimate gives a price of 10 shillings per thousand for printing the stamps and £10 for engraving the plate.

As the resulting stamps were the first British colonial issue it is not at all surprising that the design and colours were modelled on the 1d red and 2d blue then in use in Great Britain and Ireland with the William Wyon (1795-1851) portrait of Queen Victoria taken from the 1837 City Medal. The question of the engraving of the words POST OFFICE requires comment for it is still stated quite frequently that this was an error by Barnard who had forgotten his instructions. A study of the postal markings used on the island at this time clearly shows a number known or introduced from 1826 with the words MAURITIUS POST OFFICE. The engraving of these words onto the plate clearly follows the precedent of the wording on the postal markings.

The technology available to Barnard was limited to engraving on a soft copper plate. He had no way of reproducing an image or stamp in the way used at this time by the security printers from Perkins, Bacon in London for intaglio or line-engraved printing, that is by the use of a transfer roller or die. This would have required a steel die, a steel transfer roller or die, a steel plate, a transfer press together with a method of case hardening the steel. Thus Barnard engraved just one image of the 1d and one image of the 2d stamps on a piece of copper, one ounce nine and a half pennyweights Troy or forty-six grams in weight and measuring three and one quarter inches by two and a half inches or 82mm by 61mm. The plate has not been engraved on its reverse. It may be unique in philately that the “Post Office” issue of postage stamps is printed in “sheets” of just one?

In all just 500 stamps were printed of both values, 350 of each value by 20th September as reported by the James Stuart Brownrigg (circa 1807-?) Colonial Post Master from 1843 to 1853, and these were first used the following day to post invitations, or more probably admittance cards, for a Ball at Sir William Gomm (1784-1875), Governor of Mauritius (1842-49)
Clearly the volume of mail requiring stamps was in excess of the numbers available and the capacity to print them one at a time by the intaglio method, as stampless items of mail are far more common than those bearing stamps. Thus it was that in January 1848 the Agent General for Crown Colonies in London requisitioned new postage stamps for Mauritius from Perkins, Bacon. These London printed stamps were eventually issued in 1858 and in the interval locally printed stamps were engraved individually, again by Barnard, in sheets of twelve these being the 1848 “Post Paid” issue. These issues are outside the scope of this article.
Following the introduction of Barnard’s plate of twelve stamps for the 1848 “Post Paid” issue, the “Post Office” plate apparently disappeared from view. Clearly the plate had been in the possession of Barnard as the engraver and printer, and (see below) in the hands of the Mauritius Post Office, and or the Mauritius Treasury or Receiver General’s Office. A report in The London Philatelist in 1893 that the “Post Office” plates had been found, caused an enquiry to be made the outcome of which was that these plates were for the 1848 “Post Paid” issue. Its confirmed appearance in London in 1912 caused much philatelic and Mauritius Government interest. It had apparently been in the possession of Colonel Dominic Henry Colnaghi (1866-1950) of the Royal Engineers, (who was the son of Sir Dominic Ellis Colnaghi (1834-1908) diplomat), said to be (but apparently not) a grandson of the Mauritius Governor Sir William Maynard Gomm (1784-1875) who acted from 1842 to 1949, and was stored, no doubt with other papers etc., in Drummond’s Bank, Charing Cross, London. Drummond’s Bank is now known to have been the bankers to Sir Dominic Henry Ellis Colnaghi (and probably his son, Colonel Colnaghi too?) as bank statements of account are held in an archive. Thus a statement, in addition that of Stocken’s and Peter Ibbotson’s enquiry (see below), establishes a connection between the Colnaghi family and Drummond’s Bank.

The story of the plate’s purchase is related by Nevile Lacy Stocken (1871-1943) who was associated with the philatelic auctioneers Puttick and Simpson, Leicester Square, London. He tells of being alerted to its “discovery” by a (unnamed) philatelic intimate, who came to his office during the summer of 1912 and travelling by taxi to Drummond’s Bank to meet Colonel Colnaghi and its purchase for a “…consideration in cash”. The transaction was by both Stocken and his philatelic informant. Apparently Colnaghi had taken the plate to the Army and Navy Stores (then a major department store) of Victoria Street, London to seek information. The unnamed intimate, who was a member of that institution, learned of the plate and alerted Stocken.
Stocken attempted to sell the plate and showed it to Henry Joseph Duveen (1857-1919) and the 26th Earl of Crawford (1847-1913) then President of The Royal Philatelic Society London, who showed it to His Majesty The King, George V (1865-1936). None expressed an interest in its purchase. Perhaps this was not surprising as Stocken tells us that the Colonial Office had taken an interest in the matter and claimed it by means of “…a portentous and peremptory mandate…” as Government property demanding its return, which Stocken successfully resisted. The Government of Mauritius had taken an interest (in conjunction with the Colonial Office in London) and in a Government Notice number 255 of 1913, dated 31st December 1913 announced a Commission set up by the then Governor Sir John Chancellor (1870-1952) to look into “…the theft of the engraved plate Mauritius Stamps 1847”. Peter Ibbotson (1918-2005) tells us that searches in the Mauritius Archive have revealed no report of the Commission but copies of papers sent to The Royal Philatelic Society London (RPSL) for its views on the matter are to be found in its Archive. These take the form of an Interim Report of the Commission appointed to make enquiries regarding the plate on which the Mauritius stamps of 1847 were engraved. The Commission had met on six occasions and had statements from twelve witnesses being officials or former officials of the Mauritius Post Office, and Treasury or of Receiver General’s office. Helen Morgan in her book discusses the Commission’s Interim Report of 1915 held at RPSL and I agree with her that its findings are inconclusive, the witnesses making contradictory statements or statements that were at odds with the known facts. We do learn that it was Colonel Colnaghi (in a written statement) who had discovered the plate among a box of clothes belonging to his great-aunt. Apparently the plate was bent and he attempted to straighten it, this being in the 1880s. The plate in 2015 shows no sign of being bent. It was around 1909-10 that he looked at the box again and showed the plate to staff at the Army and Navy Stores. One could speculate that, as Sir Dominic Ellis Colnaghi had died in 1908, it was Colonel Colnaghi who was looking in a box of possessions belonging to his late father stored at the London bank? The late Peter Ibbotson made some enquires of the successors of Drummond’s Bank and discovered that “…no packages
were withdrawn during 1912”. This casts a shadow over the discovery of the plate as related by Stocken and certainly the evidence that we have today leaves some unanswered, and perhaps difficult, questions pending. I tend to agree with Helen Morgan that Stocken is unreliable in his evidence. Sir John Chancellor was Governor from 1911 to 1916 and with his departure, and the 1914-18 World War, the authorities probably had other more pressing matters to consider in both Port Louis and London. The final decision had been made in London by the Secretary of State for the Colonies, Andrew Bonar Law (1858-1923), who had held the post from May 1915 to September 1916. The text of a letter of 16th September 1915 to The Royal Philatelic Society London is:

```
Downing Street
16 September 1915
Ref. 40989
Sir,

I am directed by Mr Secretary Bonar Law to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 27th July regarding the plate from which the Mauritius stamps of 1847 were printed, and to inform you that after carefully considering the case, and consulting the Law Officers of the Crown upon it, he does not consider it desirable in the circumstances to proceed further with the matter.

I am.

Sir,

Your obedient servant

[Signed] H J Reed [?]
For the Under Secretary of State
Honorary Secretary
Royal Philatelic Society
```

No copy of the letter of 27th July (or any other correspondence) from the Society to the Colonial Office has survived. A folder that might have contained the final report of the Commission is empty.

News of the plate’s discovery is reported by Alexander J Sefi (1889-1934) in the October and December numbers of The West-End Philatelist published by David Field. He tells us that it had been purchased by David Field (1871-1926) (presumably from Stocken (?)) and by October 1912 sold to the wealthy Captain Sydney Loder (1867-1944), a younger son of Sir Robert Loder, Baronet (1823-1888). Apparently the Imperial Postal Museum in Berlin had offered £2,500 for the plate, but this was declined. Searches of the postal archive in Berlin have yet to reveal any papers. It was exhibited on the David Field stand at the International Jubilee Philatelic Exhibition held in London from 12th to 19th October 1912 and again on the David Field stand at the International Philatelic Exhibition held in New York.
Exhibition, New York, 27th October to 1st November 1913. Loder is said to have donated it to the British Museum’s Philatelic Collections (now the British Library Philatelic Collections) but this did not occur. Loder is reported to have sold his collections about 1925. L Norman Williams (1914-1999) tells us that “In 1928 Sidney [sic] Loder parted with the plate to a new owner who exhibited it anonymously at IPOSTA 1930 in Berlin” but does not give a reference but he is reporting what Stocken says in his 1930 article. It was indeed exhibited at the Berlin philatelic exhibition IPOSTA 12th to 21st September 1930, where it was shown in a special safe together with six other major items.

At about the same time as its exhibition in Berlin it was sold via H R Harmer (London, philatelic auctioneers) by private treaty directly or indirectly to the Alsace philatelist Maurice Burrus (1882-1959). The plate was exhibited by Burrus at the Royal Jubilee Exhibition of British Empire Stamps of the Victorian Era organised by and held at The Royal Philatelic Society London (RPSL) in May 1935. Correspondence between the Society and Burrus still exists concerning the 1935 exhibition, and in Burrus’s letter of 4th April 1935 he says “In reply to your favour of the 27th March, I hasten to confirm that I agree to exhibit in London next month: 1. The plate which was used for printing the ‘Post Office’. 2. A pair of ‘Post Office’ on a letter. 3. two blue ‘Post Office’ and one red”. He gives the insurance values as: “1. Fr. Fcs. 250,000, 2. Fr. Fcs. 500,000, 3. Fr. Fcs. 500,000” The pound equivalent being marked (by the RPSL) on this letter as: 1. £3,425, 2. £6,850, 3. £6,850.
Apparently when Maurice Burrus died in 1959 his philatelic collections were sold to the Amhelca Trust and the Mauritius section was sold by auction on 1st October 1963.\textsuperscript{21} The plate was not included in the sale catalogue. In correspondence with Bernard B D Harmer (1914-2011, son of H R Harmer), he told me “I have talked with Norman Williams who tells me that the plate did not pass to the Amhelca Trust (buyers of the collection) but was retained by a nephew who wanted to ‘keep as a souvenir’”\textsuperscript{22} We now know that on Maurice Burrus’s death the plate passed to Odile Burrus (1917-2013)\textsuperscript{23} a niece, and on her death was re-discovered by the Burrus family. It is now owned by the heirs of Odile Burrus. David Feldman SA of Geneva, Switzerland has been entrusted by the Burrus family to display the plate in public, the London 2015 Europhilex exhibition (May 13th to 16th) being the first opportunity. On the 5th and 6th March 2015 the author together with Mr E W L “Bill” Hedley (Chairman of
London 2015 Europhilex) visited the offices of David Feldman SA to examine the plate and to make arrangements for its exhibition. Later it was exhibited at the Singapore World Stamp Exhibition (August 14th to 19th) and Monacophil 2015 (December 2nd to 5th). In 2016 it was exhibited at the New York World Stamp Show (28th May to 4th June). The plate is to be sold by David Feldman SA on 1st December 2016 in Geneva with an estimate of 2 to 3 million euros.

Reprints were apparently made from the plate in Paris in 1912. These were of both values in red, blue and black, with only twenty impressions in black printed. 24 On the reverse of the stamp impressions the word REPRINT appears in the same colour as the stamp in the red and blue colours only; the black impressions are unmarked. Stocken records 25 that “…one of these [black printed reprints] shewing the two stamps tête-bêche”. This item, now in the collection of Christopher Harman, may perhaps be more easily understood using the description, printed twice one inverted. That Stocken mentions the tête-bêche reprint in black supports the notion that he was involved in the reprinting. Norman Williams 26 tells of the story told to him by H R Harmer (1870-1966) in 1956 when the plate was sold or lent to an English stamp dealer named Healey who took it to Paris to have reprints made. (It has been suggested by Norman Williams 27 that the person might have been an employee of David Field named Cohen, but I regard this as unreliable information). This was probably Edwin Healey (1866/67-1921) who became a stamp dealer in 1882 and founded Edwin Healey & Company in 1885, later to become Healey & Wise Limited. He went to a firm of printers, but refused to leave the plate - no doubt wanting to make sure that no ‘extra’ impressions were made. The printer became suspicious and alerted the police who arrested Healey and he was detained. A message was sent to the well-respected Paris dealer Theodore Champion (1873-1954) who intervened and satisfied the police that nothing improper was in hand. It is interesting to speculate why Paris was chosen rather than London, and this may have been because of the interest that the Colonial Office had taken in the plate and it was feared that in London they might try to seize it?
History of the plate of the "Post Office"
(1d & 2d) Mauritius, and unofficial impressions from same.

(From information obtained privately in 1920)

The plate was discovered at Drummonds Bank in London many years after its removal from Mauritius, having been stored at the bank by a person unknown. The authority for its removal is also unknown, but it was eventually sold to Stocking, a man of means, for £150. Stocking resold it to a London dealer, Field, for £750, on the understanding that should Field resell for £1000 or less, the profit should be Field's only; but that should more than £1000 be obtained, Stocking was to have a half-share of the excess.

1st Impressions. The six in my collection are believed to be the only ones taken. They are very roughly done on paper and in colour quite unlike originals, and were put on the market in 1920 undoubtedly by Stocking (posing and writing as the widow of an old Mauritius official amongst whose papers these impressions were said to have been found). These impressions were no doubt taken by Stocking before he offered to sell the plate to Field.

Subsequently Field did in fact sell the plate to a well known gentleman, Loder, who for some reason, however, seems to have returned the plate to the custody of Field. The reason is uncertain, but it may be because official attempts were being made to recover the plate, and that Field not being the owner, could not legally be forced to part with it.

There were, therefore, two periods during which the plate was in the hands of Field, and during one (but only one) of these periods reprints were made. This is on the authority (as well as what follows) of Stocking, who having fallen on bad times, seems to have been induced to make disclosures by having a grievance against Field, believing (rightly or wrongly) that the latter had sold the plate for more than £1000 without sharing the excess as agreed.
According to Stocking then, he and Field had agreed to have 100 reprints made of each value; that they had approached, through an intermediary, Loder, a leading firm of French printers; and that the Reprints were, in fact, made on paper and in colours exactly resembling originals. Further, that either before, or after these were made, a small mark was made on each value on the plate so that later impressions could be identified.

End Impressions. From that day to this (1920) no such reprints, with one exception, have ever appeared. If the story is true they may be still in existence; or they may have been destroyed (which would seem the more likely) owing to apprehension caused by the official enquiries being made for the recovery of the plate. Before giving particulars of the one exception, it must be noted that, in consideration of Loder's services in introducing Stocking and Field to the printers in France, Loder was to have six reprints (or possibly 6 of each value). Whether these were to be additional to, or whether part of the 100 sets is not known.

The exception referred to was the offer of one reprint (no doubt of above) of each value to a well known young London dealer in the year (F. Godden). The price was £100 each or £100 the two; it was declined and it is not known that others have ever been offered elsewhere. There is every reason to believe that these two impressions were part of the six (or 12) which belonged to the intermediary, Loder.

Autotypes. These also were made in France by process (photographic) reproduction from the reprints, or possibly by a gelatine-photo process from the plate. If from the Reprints, no doubt from those owned by Loder.
This “anonymous document”, which certainly muddies the water, seen by the author in April 2016, came into the hands of David Feldman SA from Mr Till Newmann of Bremen, Germany. It has a manuscript note at the top reading “Notes on Mauritius” and after careful examination and with comparison with a similarly inscribed document is shown to be in the hand of Norman Williams. He seems not to have appreciated its significance for its text apparently has not been used in his last writing on the subject published in 1993. It is almost certainly a copy by typewriting of some text published or much more likely unpublished, as yet another document, in what appears to be the same typewriter, has come to light at the same time, it being the text of the Sefi article of 1912. As far as is known this document is published here for the first time.

The “anonymous document” includes the wording “(From information obtained privately in 1920)”. The text and its punctuation, not to mention its style, indicate to the author that it dates from about this time or not very much later. It has clearly been written by an interested and educated person, but who could this be? As it has the name “Stocking” instead of the correct Stocken such a person could not have been close to him, or is an error made by the typist? The writer’s guess is that Alexander J Sefi is probably the author. If taken at face value we learn the price paid by Stocken to Colonel Colnaghi of £450 and the price paid by Field to Stocken of £750.

All reprints from the plate during and after 1912 show two small alterations re-discovered by the late Arnold J “John” B Rudge, made to show that the impressions are indeed reprints. On the 2d value this takes the form of a small line from the centre of the lower-right corner ornament (as printed) to the margin. Alexander J Sefi’s October 1912 article gives the first illustration of the plate and on the 2d the small line, described above, can be seen clearly.
Some work during March 2015, by Alex Porter of David Feldman SA, on the 1d value indicates that a similar mark was made to the equivalent corner, this is less clear and sometimes is completely missing on the printed item.

The “anonymous document” refers to “1st Impressions” of a reprint and these despite being “…put on the market in 1920” are today unknown or unrecognised, but we do learn that they are supposed to have been made between the purchase by Stocken and sale to Field in 1912. It also tells us that Stocken and Field with the help of Loder arranged for a printer in France to make the “2nd Impressions” reprints. The numbers printed being 100 of each value in red and blue seem to accord with the numbers known today. Mention is made of “…a small mark…” to slightly deface the plate, as mentioned above, and if true dates these to sometime before October 1912 when Sefi’s article is published.15

Reprints were apparently made again in about 1930 possibly in association with the sale via H R Harmer at this time. The difference between the 1912 and 1930 reprints is unknown—the author has never knowingly seen the latter. The evidence for this is to be found in the auction description of lot 1004 in the H R Harmer Limited sale of the A J Stevens collection of Mauritius which says “Reprinted impressions of the 1847, Post Office 1d and 2d, made from the original copper plate circa 1930, in orange-red and deep blue”.20 A similar statement is made in the Burrus Robson Lowe Limited auction catalogue.21

As this research and its resulting text has developed over more than thirty years, one question about the reprints has become more significant and that is how were the reprints marketed or sold? The author has not seen, from the original instigator of the reprint, any advertisement or similar announcement offering them for sale at the time. How do we know that the reprints were made in 1912 given the content of the “anonymous document”?

In thanking Burrus for the loan of the plate to the 1935 London exhibition, in a letter20 dated 14th May 1935, Sir John Wilson, Bart. (1898-1975), the President of RPSL says as his second paragraph:

“This Majesty the King visited the Exhibition last Sunday [a private visit 12th May] and after admiring your stamps he commanded me to write to you suggesting that you would do a great service to philately in general if you could consider, in some way however slight, marking the copper plate so as to ensure for all time that no reprints could possibly be taken from it which might deceive collectors or depreciate the value of the originals. His Majesty is not suggesting anything to you for which he has not already created a precedent. I believe you know that he owned the plates of the [1848] Post Paid Mauritius in their re-engraved state [1859 issue re-engraved by Robert Sherwin] and when he presented them to the Society [1911], in whose custody they now rest, they were defaced in order to give a complete feeling of security to all collectors”.

Burrus replied to Wilson on 21st May 1935 to which Sir John replied on 6th June 1935:
This is to acknowledge, with many thanks, receipt of your letter and to tell you how pleased I was to hear that you had anticipated the King’s wish which I delivered to you in my first letter, [14th May 1935] and had the plate of the Post Office stamps marked in some small but definite manner. I communicated the contents of your letter to Sir Edward D Bacon [(1860-1938) Curator of the Royal Philatelic Collection 1913-1938] who informed his Majesty of your action.

“In writing to me about it, he hoped that you would indicate to the Expert Committee of the Society for their private information, a note as to the exact position of the marks which you had put upon the plates.

“I note what you say about the first series of reprints taken from the plate [1912] before it reached your safe hands. We have all been interested in trying to discover what quantities of the red, blue and black prints had actually been pulled from the plate, and I should be very interested to know if your estimate of the quantity, viz, 2,400, is supported by any official or documentary evidence. I expect you knew that even before the first reprints, a damage had occurred to the die of the 2d value and that a small scratch in the left corner appears upon the reprint of this value, the 2d being therefore, at any rate, distinguishable from originals.”

As no additional differences to the plate have been detected to date, it is doubtful that Burrus did make any alterations to the plate. No reply to Wilson’s letter of 6th June 1935 from Burrus is to be found in the correspondence. It is interesting to note that the correspondence refers to the first reprints, the inference being that subsequent reprints were made. The tone of Wilson’s question about the number of the first [1912] reprints at 2,400 and the asking for some evidence, indicates that Wilson doubts such a high number. This rings true with the author and the numbers seen on the market and in collections and accords with the details given in the “anonymous document” quoted above.

Another singular reprint or proof was offered for sale by H R Harmer Inc. of New York in The Louise Boyd Dale and Alfred F Lichtenstein Collections auction in 1969 and by David Feldman SA of Geneva in 1993. The impressions printed on carton paper are smudged and under inked, but printed in the issued colours, and it has been suggested in the later Feldman sale “…that this item can be dated closer to the issue time” than 1912, while in the earlier Harmer sale were “…apparently produced in a Court of Law as evidence” When looking into this, Norman Williams (himself a law reporting barrister) has suggested that the law case may have been that of Lek v. Mathews (an insurance claim for a philatelic collection stolen in Berlin in 1924) which took place in London in 1926 at the King’s Bench Division and subsequently the Court of Appeal in 1926, and at the highest British Court, the House of Lords, in 1927.

On 31st August 2011 during the installation of the exhibits for the exhibition The Blue Mauritius. The Meeting of the Queens in Berlin, held at the Museum for Communication Berlin, (2nd to 25th September 2011) the author with David
Feldman and Dr Veit Didczuneit of the Museum, examined the item to see if it exhibited any signs of the small alteration to the lower right corner ornament of the 2d value, but as the impression is under inked it was is impossible, on that occasion, to say that it does or does not. With the re-discovery of the plate in 2015 it was possible with current technology to superimpose a reversed image of the plate over the partly printed proof. Careful manipulation of the images by Alex Porter reveals that the 2d impression does show the small alteration of 1912. Another possible test is that of Raman microscopy where the issued stamps are shown to be printed in inks that, in the case of the 1d contain the pigment lead oxide, and in the case of the 2d contain the pigment Prussian blue. Similar tests on this item may or may not give other results. Other scientific or visual tests are available. The item, if a proof, remains a mystery, but is it of value to speculate when proofs might have been taken, that is when a printing was expected from the plate. These times would seem to have been in 1847 before the printing of the issued stamps, in 1912 before the printing of the reprints, in 1926 in association with the Lek v. Mathews Court case, or in 1930 before the printing of the 1930 reprints, if such a reprinting took place.

The “anonymous document” refers to “Autotypes” and these are understood to be those for which plates were made for, and printing arranged from, by Victor Perron, the philatelic dealer of Paris.

On 26th July 2016 RPSL Limited the Expert Committee, wholly owned by The Royal Philatelic Society London, issued a certificate of opinion number 223752 stating “Mauritius 1847 Printing plate for SG 1 and 2. Original engraved copper printing plate bearing impressions of the 1847 1d and 2d “Post Office” issue of Mauritius, engraved by J.O. Barnard circa August-September 1847. Measurements of plate: nominally 82mm x 61mm – is Genuine”.

The ‘Post Office’ Mauritius issue of postage stamps is among the best known of all stamps in the minds of the general public. Perhaps Britain’s 1d black or the United States inverted Jenny aircraft may be better known in those countries but even these lack the standing and romance of the few ‘Post Office’ stamps that have survived. The disappearance of the printing plate in 1935 was a great loss to philately but its re-discovery and exhibition in 2015 and 2016 offered for the first time in three generations, an opportunity to see the oldest Government postage stamp printing plate still existing, and as Nevile Stocken put it, “…the most valuable Piece of Copper in the World” and as Alexander Sefi described the plate “…the Greatest Philatelic Treasure existing”.

Robson Lowe’s Burrus Mauritius auction catalogue
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The publishing history of this text, as it has developed is:


Copyright © David R Beech 2016.
Part of this text was originally published in The Re-discovery of the Mauritius “Post Office” Printing Plate. The Greatest Philatelic Treasure Existing, David Feldman SA, Geneva, 2015
Following its original use in 1847, the whereabouts of the “Post Office” issue printing plate remained unknown. When the rumour spread in London in 1912 of a supposedly original plate, it was a near sensation. If the word “rumour” is used here, it is because the dealer first involved in the affair “embroidered” certain elements in the story, and, as became apparent, not everything stood up to critical examination—even to the point of questioning the authenticity of the plate. The dealer, as previously mentioned, was Nevile Stocken. After the plate had been exhibited at the IPOSTA 1930 in Berlin, he published his memories, which gave rise to yet another story surrounded by mystery and uncertainty—mentioned by David Beech in the preceding section, and of which, following, another example is presented.

In Stamps of Fame (1949), the Williams brothers wrote: “In 1912 the philatelic world was astounded by the discovery of the plate from which the ‘Post Office’ stamps had been printed. It was found by Colonel Colnaghi, a grandson of Lady Gomm, among some other family papers in a vault at Drummond’s Bank, Charing Cross, London. The Governor of Mauritius had
prized the small rectangular piece of copper as an interesting relic of the island’s postal history and of his term of office. When he died the plate had been transferred, with his papers, to the bank.

“Colonel Colnaghi did not know the value of the plate and, through a friend was put in touch with Mr N. L. Stocken who was astonished at the discovery. He bought the plate from Colonel Colnaghi, and a few months later it was sold, through the agency of Mr David Field, to Mr Sidney Loder, a noted collector. It remained in his possession until about 1930, when it was bought by Mr Maurice Burrus.”

This fragment was reproduced in the catalogue printed by Robson Lowe Ltd. for the Burrus “Mauritius” auction of 1963, which took place at the Piccadilly Hotel, London, on 1st October. Burrus had achieved a magnificent collection of all of the island’s classic stamps containing, among other philatelic treasures, the Bordeaux Cover (stamps 23 and 24), plus stamps 21, 25, 26 (as per N.L. & M. Williams nomenclature system), a set of 1912 reprints in all three colours, and a spectacular array of the “Post Paid” issue stamps and covers.

The plate was thought to be in Burrus’ possession until this auction came about: other than the Williams brothers’ story—and a little note in the description of lot 4 (the 1912 reprints) in the aforementioned catalogue—no mention of it is made, thus the philatelic world started wondering—and as is always the case, speculating—if it might had got lost at some point after Burrus’ death. Philately experts, writers and collectors could not do other than hope for an eventual reappearance—or resign themselves to a permanent loss.

On November 3, 1993, David Feldman SA offered the Kanai Mauritius Collection for auction in Zurich, attracting collectors and dealers from all the world. One such dealer, Alain Von der Weid had always thought that one of Maurice Burrus’s nieces may have had the Plate, but had to wait until Odile’s death, on November 29, 2013 to get the answer he had been seeking. After contacting Paul Burrus, Bernardette and Odile’s brother and main heir to
Maurice Burrus’ fortune, he received confirmation of his suspicions: Odile had had the plate all along. It was given to her by her uncle and found by family members between her affairs, wrapped in a folded piece of regular white paper with the inscription “Plaque oncle Maurice” handwritten on it with a ballpoint pen*, and a small “O” (for Odile) written with pencil on the right-hand top corner.

Reckoning that they might have an important philatelic item in their hands, but without an actual awareness of the true worth of the little piece of copper—the hobby of philately within the family faded away with Maurice’s death—the Burrus family, through Paul Burrus and his son Jean-Paul, approached David Feldman SA in Geneva for guidance and expertise. David R. Beech, one of the leading experts and most knowledgeable scholars on the Mauritius “Post Office” issue and E.W.L. Hedley, Chairman of the Europhilex Stamp Exhibition London 2015, were invited to Geneva to see it. In an interview, visibly moved, Beech said “… and there it is, you are holding it in your hands, what a privilege! […] to see it, to examine it, to handle it, to look at it through a magnifying glass and say, yes! this is the real thing […] this will always be for me one of the highlights of a philatelic lifetime.”

It was then decided to exhibit it for the benefit of philately, for such a significant item in the history of stamp making should be shared with the world. The plate was unveiled at the 2015 Europhilex London on 13 May 2015, attracting philatelists and the specialised press. It then started a tour which took it to Singapore, Monaco and New York. Since then, the Burrus family has decided that it should be offered for sale at auction.

* According to Jean-Paul Burrus, interviewed in Rolle, Switzerland in March 2105, it was his father himself, Paul Burrus, who wrote the legend “Plaque oncle Maurice” on the folded paper, and the “O” in pencil was probably written by Maurice Burrus before presenting the plate as a gift to Odile.
Lot 2

Rejoined composite proof of the 2d in deep indigo blue and the 1d in red-orange on light card drawn from the original plate prior to printing the 1912 London reprints.

The status of this item had always been a mystery, thought by many that it could have been the original proof by Barnard prior to the 1847 original printing, as a result of new tests performed, we can now confirm its status as described.

The proof is accompanied by a small card bearing a sample swatch of both inks which, surprisingly, is not rejoined, and may give us a better clue as to how the original stamps in 1847 were printed.

This very unique pair of items is a fascinating part of the printing story and a key addition for the most important Mauritius Post Office collection.

Exhibited in the Court of Honour at many international exhibitions 1998-2014
Ex. Dale-Liechtenstein, Kanai

This very unique pair of items is a vital part of the printing story.

Estimate: € 30’000 – € 50’000

Auction Start Price: € 20’000
Lot 3  
1912 Paris Reprints of the 1847 “POST OFFICE” 1d and 2d from the original plate in sheetlets, complete set of three, one in blue, one in orange-red, and the very scarce example in black, very fine

Estimate: € 2'000
Lot 4  “Post Office” 1d and 2d later reprint in blue and orange-red in sheet. some creasing at corners, fine

Estimate: € 300
Lot 5

1912 Paris Reprints of the 1847 “POST OFFICE” 1d and 2d from the original plate in sheetlets, one in blue and one in orange-red, small “REPRINT” handstamps on reverse, very fine

Estimate: € 600

Lot 6

“Post Office” 1d and 2d reprints in sheetlets, one in blue and one in orange-red, not the 1912 reprints, but certainly from the original plate, some minor handling bends, fine

Estimate: € 400
Participation in any David Feldman S.A. auction means acceptance in full of the following conditions as well as any rights and obligations as set forth below. These conditions also apply to all transactions taking place outside the realm of the auctions. DAVID FELDMAN S.A., organiser of the auctions, acts as an agent only and is not liable in any way whatsoever for any default(s) of purchaser(s) and/or vendor(s).

1. The auction lots are offered

1.1 As presented in the relative auction catalogue and/or the sale rooms and/or online, etc. Feldman SA. is meticulously described and with the greatest care, however without responsibility. Photographs count as part of the description. No claim can be made in any way whatsoever for any default(s) of the information and condition of the lot and for the payment of purchased lots.

1.2 As viewed in person: before and during auction sales, persons or their agents may examine lots at our offices or at the auction location, and must confirm their auction invitation before viewing. Persons or their agents attending a bid by invitation and/or who have viewed lots before an auction are understood to have examined all lots which they purchase and accept them as they are at the moment of the knock-down and not necessarily as advertised.

2. Auction bids

2.1 The auction bid steps for all auctions are as follows: (some auctions may be in other currencies than Euros)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>5,000 - 5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10,000 - 10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>20,000 - 20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>50,000 - 50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1'000</td>
<td>100,000 - 100,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bid orders are only accepted from registered clients of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. and/or its associated companies. Live Room bidders must confirm their invitation prior to obtaining a bidding number.

2.4 Bid orders received by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. including via the internet, are the relative auctions have priority in the case of Live Room bids in the case of Live Room auctions. Clients giving bidding instructions to DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may make alternative bids or orders to combine two or more lots and to withdraw any lot or lots from the sale without in any case giving any reason. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may also bid on behalf of vendors in cases where reserve prices have been fixed. In these cases, the vendor is treated as a buyer and the auctioneer shall bid on his behalf up to reserve prices. If the reserve price fixed by the vendor is not reached, the auctioneer passes to the next lot by a simple knock of the hammer.

2.5 Payment: Sale price plus buyer’s premium and additional costs (if any) are due for immediate payment as invoiced delivered. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. has full discretion to refuse any bid if the buyer is in default with the payment of his debts or with the fulfilment of any other obligation hereunder. For this purpose, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. is not bound to comply with the payment of purchased lots.

2.6 Special extended payment facility: DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. The auctioneer reserves the right to withdraw any lot not paid for within 30 days of the auction date, even though the lots purchased may be subjected to a claim regarding defects or faults. Illustrated lots cannot be subjected to a claim because of perforations, centering, margins or other factors shown in the illustrations.

4.5 Late Payment: If payment of the knock-down price plus commission due by the buyer is not made within 30 days of the date of the auction, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to cancel the sale and dispose of the lot(s) elsewhere and/or to make a recourse to any legal proceedings in order to obtain the payment of the total amount due in the case of any incurred damages and losses and any legal expenses. A charge on overdue payment at least 5% for the first month and 2% per month afterwards plus expenses incurred is chargeable on any outstanding amount after 30 days of the date of the auction. The buyer who is in default in any way whatsoever has no right of claim under any circumstances. Exceptionally, the knock-down price will be reduced to the lowest winning bid where it is shown that the exact same buyer has inadvertently increased the price by using more than one medium of bidding on the same lot.

5. Applicable law and jurisdiction

Unless otherwise stated, all auctions as well as any rights and obligations arising from them shall be governed by Swiss law. Any legal action or proceeding with respect to the auctions shall be submitted to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Geneva, subject to appeal to the Swiss Federal Court in Lausanne. In every case, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. shall also be entitled, at its discretion, to sue any buyer in default at his place of residence; in such case, Swiss law shall remain applicable. In the case of issues regarding prices payable in the Euro is converted at its Swiss franc value at the time of the auction.

6. All Transactions:

These Conditions of Sale apply to all transactions of every kind including those outside the auctions, with David Feldman SA. Notwithstanding, if these Conditions of Sale are translated into one or more other languages, the English translation shall be the official version and shall prevail over all other translations.
La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’Euro (€).

1. Droit de résiliation

1.1 Sur la base de leur présentation dans le catalogue et/ou sur le site internet: Les lots sont décrits avec le plus grand soin mais ils ne sont pas garantis pour leur vérité. Les spécifications et le catalogue de vente ainsi que de refuser l’adjudication de n’importe qui est retenu par les acheteurs et/ou leurs agents. Les lots qui se trouvent dans le S. Les descriptions des lots mentionnées si les pièces sont signées par des experts et/ou sont accompagnées de certificats d’authenticité.

1.2 Sur la base de leur examen: avant et pendant la vente, les acheteurs ou agents peuvent examiner tous les lots dans nos bureaux ou à l’endroit de la vente, aux horaires indiqués dans le catalogue ou au site internet. Les experts et/ou sont accompagnées de certificats d’authenticité. Les photographies font partie intégrante des des lots qui se trouvent dans les S. Les lots qui se trouvent dans le S. Les descriptions des lots mentionnées si les pièces sont signées par des experts et/ou sont accompagnées de certificats d’authenticité.

2. Offres d’enchères

2.1 Chaque offre d’enchère doit être supérieure à celle formée précédemment selon l’échelle suivante: (la prime peut varier selon vente)

- 50 € - 100 €
- 100 € - 200 €
- 200 € - 500 €
- 500 € - 1000 €
- 1000 € - 2000 €
- 2000 € - 5000 €
- 5000 € - 10000 €
- 10000 € - 20000 €

Les offres se situant entre ces montants seront arrondies à laSure un nombre de chiffres. Lorsque ne peut être évaluée formellement par un autre enchérisseur.

2.2 DAVID FELDMAN S.A. a le droit de refuser des enchères, de séparer, joindre ou retirer n’importe quel lot, cela à son entière discrétion. La vente a lieu en français mais les enchères pourront être répétées en anglais. Le catalogue de vente aux enchères est publié au moins trois semaines avant la vente. Les enchères sont acceptées dans l’état où elles se trouvent lors de l’adjudication, indépendamment de la description figurant dans le catalogue.

3. La vente aux enchères

3.1 Les acheteurs sont obligatoirement inscrits auprès de DAVID FELDMAN S.A. ou sur le site internet avant la vente. Les acheteurs doivent être titulaires d’une carte de crédit et/ou d’un compte en banque suisse. Les enchères sont acceptées dans l’état où elles se trouvent lors de l’adjudication, indépendamment de la description figurant dans le catalogue.

3.2 Préréglages de DAVID FELDMAN S.A.: La Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. est en droit de refuser des enchères, de séparer, joindre ou retirer n’importe quel lot, cela à son entière discrétion. La vente a lieu en français mais les enchères pourront être répétées en anglais. Les lots sont décrits avec le plus grand soin mais ils ne sont pas garantis pour leur vérité. Les spécifications et le catalogue de vente ainsi que de refuser l’adjudication de n’importe qui est retenu par les acheteurs et/ou leurs agents. Les lots qui se trouvent dans le S. Les descriptions des lots mentionnées si les pièces sont signées par des experts et/ou sont accompagnées de certificats d’authenticité.

3.3 Représentants et Agents de Vente aux Enchères: Les représentants ou agents de la Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A. sont des tiers engagés de bonne foi pour l’entière responsabilité personnelle en particulier en ce qui concerne toutes les obligations contractées dans le cadre de leur activité en la présidence de la vente. Ils ne seront pas tenus de vérifier la qualité des lots achetés ainsi qu’au règlement ultérieur de la facture des lots acquis.

3.4 Enchères multi-lots: Chaque lot est adjugé au plus offrant pour le compte du vendeur respectif. Des lots de 5% sont facturés en suisse francs à l’enchérisseur qui l’acquére. De plus, les dépenses encourues seront perçues sur toutes les sommes dues par l’acheteur. 30 jours après la date de la vente aux enchères. Les pièces qui font l’objet d’une réclamation par rapport à ceux-ci. Tout lot illustré ne peut être racheté par un lot dont l’authenticité est confirmée. Si David Feldman S.A. n’est pas d’accord tous les intérêts seront dus.

3.5 Paiement: Les adjudicataires présents sont tenus de payer comptant le prix de vente, y compris les commissions de cession contre remise de la marchandise acquise. Le paiement en devises autres que le franc suisse est conclu en dehors de celle-ci. La transaction en relation à des pièces ou des lots faisant partie de la vente aux enchères et conclue en dehors de celle-ci. La Maison DAVID FELDMAN S.A., organisatrice de la présente vente ainsi que de refuser l’adjudication de n’importe qui est retenu par les acheteurs et/ou leurs agents. Les lots qui se trouvent dans le S. Les descriptions des lots mentionnées si les pièces sont signées par des experts et/ou sont accompagnées de certificats d’authenticité.

4.1 Etendue de la garantie: Sous réserve de l’article 4.3 ci-dessous, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. n’est pas d’accord tous les intérêts seront dus.

4.2.1 Enchères multi-lots: Chaque lot est adjugé au plus offrant pour le compte du vendeur respectif. Des lots de 5% sont facturés en suisse francs à l’enchérisseur qui l’acquére. De plus, les dépenses encourues seront perçues sur toutes les sommes dues par l’acheteur. 30 jours après la date de la vente aux enchères. Les pièces qui font l’objet d’une réclamation par rapport à ceux-ci. Tout lot illustré ne peut être racheté par un lot dont l’authenticité est confirmée. Si David Feldman S.A. n’est pas d’accord tous les intérêts seront dus.

4.3 Limites de la garantie: Les lots décrits comme collections, sélections ou groupes, ceux qui rentrent en considération. Les lots qui se trouvent dans le S. Les descriptions des lots mentionnées si les pièces sont signées par des experts et/ou sont accompagnées de certificats d’authenticité. Les photographies font partie intégrante des des lots qui se trouvent dans le S. Les descriptions des lots mentionnées si les pièces sont signées par des experts et/ou sont accompagnées de certificats d’authenticité.

1. Annahme

1.2 Die im Katalog und/oder im Internet erwähnten Lose können vor und während der Versteigerung sowie ab sofort zum Abverkauf nach den in den Versteigerungsbedingungen bestimmt sind, abgenommen werden. Der Versteigerer, DAVID FELDMAN S.A., ist ermächtigt, gemäss Paragraph 4.3. is die Echtheit aller bei Versteigerungen, deren Lose sich in der Schweiz befinden, für sie bis zum Zeitpunkt der Auktion zu bestätigen. Verpfändungen, die als verpfändete Ware formlos und ohne Vorankündigung zu verkaufen und ohne Anrecht auf das betreffende Recht haben, werden zum Tageskurs gemäss Abrechnung einer Währung für diese Versteigerung insolventen. Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist EUR (€).

2. Kaufgebote
2.1 Folgende Steigerungsstufen haben Gültigkeit (eine Vereinbarung von der jeweiligen Gesellschaft und Prüfer)
   - € 50 - 100
   - € 100 - 200
   - € 200 - 500
   - € 500 - 1000
   - € 1000 - 2000
   - € 50’000 - 100’000

2.2 Die DAVID FELDMAN S.A. ist gemäss Paragraph 4.3. is die Echtheit aller Lose an den Käufer übertragen. Verpfändungen, die als verpfändete Ware formlos und ohne Vorankündigung zu verkaufen und ohne Anrecht auf das betreffende Recht haben, werden zum Tageskurs gemäss Abrechnung einer Währung für diese Versteigerung insolventen. Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist EUR (€).


3. Pfandrecht
3.1 Sofern nicht ausdrücklich anders erwähnt, wird die Auktionswährung Euro. Die Teilnahme an der Live Room Auktionen ist für eingeladene Kunden und/oder deren Agenten vorbehalt.


3.3 Beklagte und nicht anerkannte Prüfer: Wer für Dritte bietet, haftet für alle aus dieser Versteigerung ergebenen Verpflichtungen als Solddarsteller. Diese Verbindlichkeit beginnt unmittelbar die Qualitätspflicht und Bezahlung gekaufter Lose.

3.4 Zuschläge: Jedes Los wird dem Meinungsbünden zu Gunsten des Einleiferers, zur nächst höheren Versteigerungstroika zugeschlagen. Die Zuschlagsumme, welche abhängig von der Auktion ist, wird in jedem Fall ein Aufgeld von 20% Kommission und Verpackung aber ohne Versand und Versicherung. Beim Zuschlag geht das Risiko des Gebotes ab, d.h. der Käufer ist verpflichtet, dessen Gebote angenommen wurden. Die Lose werden ihm jedoch erst bei voller Begleichung des Kaufpreises und der Forderungen, die sich aus dem Vertrag und der Rechnung ergeben, übergeben. MWST (Mehrwertsteuer) - Anmerkung zur Orientierung betreffend Versteigerungen, deren Lose sich in der Schweiz befinden, beantragt. Käufer, mit Wohnsitz im Ausland sind nicht steuerpflichtig, wenn die Ware ins Ausland exportiert wird. Selbstverständlich ist DAVID FELDMAN S.A. immer bereit, Verpfändungen, die durch das Einleiferer vorgenommen wurden, zu entrichten. Abgebildete Lose können nicht beanstandet werden, wenn die verpfändete Ware formlos und ohne Vorankündigung zu verkaufen und ohne sein Anrecht auf das betreffende Recht haben, wird in Betracht gezogen. Die zuständige Berufungsbehörde ist das Schweizer Bundesgericht in Lausanne. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. behält es sich vor, den Käufer vor, der Kaufpreis auf den Wert der Ware zu reduzieren oder gegebenenfalls weiterzuführen, ohne die Ware vorher abzunehmen und den Kaufvorgang abzubrechen.

4. Garantie
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David Feldman
Auction Bidding Options

There are several ways to bid in our auctions (if you cannot attend in person). Bids can be made by e-mail, fax, telephone, and through our web site.

Written Bid Form
You are invited to bid before the auction, using the bid form enclosed with the catalogue.

- Write down the lot numbers of your interest and your bids on them
- Complete your personal information
- Sign the form and send it:
  - by fax: +41 22 727 07 78
  - by post: David Feldman SA
    175 route de Chancy / PO Box 81
    CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland
  - by email: accounts@davidfeldman.com

Please note that written bids close one day before the auction takes place. Early bids made by telephone are subject to written confirmation by post or fax.

Phone Bids During the Auction
If you wish to participate during the auction by telephone, one of our team can call you a few lots in advance of your first lot of interest, and bid for you directly during the auction.

Telephone bidders should confirm in writing before the auction (by fax or post) indicating the lot numbers you wish to bid on and phone number(s) where you can be reached during the auction (home, office, cell, etc.).

Online Bidding on www.davidfeldman.com

Participate in any David Feldman auction (including internet-only auctions) from the comfort of your home or office.

On www.davidfeldman.com, select “My Account” and register with your e-mail address and create your own personal password. Once your details have been confirmed, you will then be able to participate in the auction. (You must be registered before you can enter any bid or offer on our website and/or bid live the day of the auction).

You may also register your bids in advance of the auction via our web site.

- Log-in to your account
- Browse the auction lots to find those items that interest you
- Enter the maximum amount you want to bid for any lot
- Click the “Bid” button
- Repeat for each desired lot
- Please note that the pre-sale bid facility closes one day before the auction.

Live Internet Bidding, World-wide
You may bid live in any of our auctions via the Internet, using your PC or Mac. Follow your targeted lots on screen and enter your bids with the confidence that you will be bidding as if you were in the auction room itself.

- Click on the “Live Auction” button on the homepage
- Log-in to the auction using your e-mail log-in ID and password
- Follow the auction and click the “Bid” button to register your bid with the auction
- Defend your bid(s) as needed
- Try our simulator to familiarise yourself with the Live Auction application, at www.davidfeldman.com/livepractice.
- Spectators can follow the auction as it happens, but without the possibility to bid.

Prices Realised and Post-Auction Offers
The prices realized are available on our website at the end of each day of an auction.

Browse possible unsold lots, and make offers on lots you may have missed during the auction.

- Log-in to your account
- Browse the unsold auction lots to find those items which interest you
- Enter the amount you wish to offer for the lot
- We will review your offers and, if necessary, contact the vendor for further confirmation.
- You will receive an e-mail indicating which offers have been accepted or rejected, and those which may need to be raised.

One single Log-in & Password for:

- Entering bids in any of our auctions
- Ordering from our online shop
- Making an offer on unsold lots at www.davidfeldman.com
# Payment Instructions

**Instructions de Paiement / Zahlungsanweisungen**

**Bank Transfer / Transfert Bancaire / Banküberweisung**
Credit Suisse - 8 Paradeplatz, Zürich 8070, Switzerland

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currency (CHF)</th>
<th>Account</th>
<th>Iban</th>
<th>Swift / BIC</th>
<th>Beneficiary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swiss Francs</td>
<td>0316-398878-81</td>
<td>CH02 0483 5039 8878 8100 0</td>
<td>CRESCHZZ80A</td>
<td>David Feldman SA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currency (USD)</th>
<th>Account</th>
<th>Iban</th>
<th>Swift / BIC</th>
<th>Beneficiary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Dollars</td>
<td>0316-398878-82</td>
<td>CH65 0483 5039 8878 8200 0</td>
<td>CRESCHZZ80A</td>
<td>David Feldman SA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currency (EUR)</th>
<th>Account</th>
<th>Iban</th>
<th>Swift / BIC</th>
<th>Beneficiary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Euros</td>
<td>0316-398878-82-3</td>
<td>CH81 0483 5039 8878 8200 3</td>
<td>CRESCHZZ80A</td>
<td>David Feldman SA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currency (GBP)</th>
<th>Account</th>
<th>Iban</th>
<th>Swift / BIC</th>
<th>Beneficiary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pounds Sterling</td>
<td>0316-398878-82-4</td>
<td>CH54 0483 5039 8878 8200 4</td>
<td>CRESCHZZ80A</td>
<td>David Feldman SA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Post Giro / Poste / Post**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currency (EUR)</th>
<th>Account</th>
<th>Iban</th>
<th>Swift / BIC</th>
<th>Beneficiary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Euros</td>
<td>91-285892-6</td>
<td>CH04 0900 0000 9128 5892 6</td>
<td>POFICHBEXXX</td>
<td>David Feldman SA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currency (CHF)</th>
<th>Account</th>
<th>Iban</th>
<th>Swift / BIC</th>
<th>Beneficiary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swiss Francs</td>
<td>12-4880-0</td>
<td>CH27 0900 0000 1200 4880 0</td>
<td>POFICHBEXXX</td>
<td>David Feldman SA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Late payment: 1.5% monthly recovery fee will be charged on overdue accounts
Retard de paiement : 1.5% de frais de recouvrement par mois seront débités de votre compte
Zahlungsverzug: 1.5% Zusatzgebühr, pro Monat, werden Ihrem Konto belastet
David Feldman SA is pleased to handle your bids, representing you as if you were present in the auction room.

However, if you would like to be represented by a professional bidding agent, we list below a number of persons who regularly bid at our sales on behalf of clients.

David Feldman SA prend soin de vos offres lui parvenant directement et vous représente au mieux de vos intérêts comme si vous étiez dans la salle des ventes.

Dans le cas où vous préféreriez néanmoins passer par un commissionnaire, nous listons ci-après certaines personnes prenant régulièrement part à nos ventes en représentant des acheteurs.

David Feldman SA übernimmt jederzeit gerne Ihre Gebote und vertritt Sie streng interessewahrend - so wie wenn Sie sich im Auktionssaal befinden würden

Sollten Sie jedoch dennoch lieber von einem Bietagenten (Kommissionär, Sensal) vertreten sein wollen, hier eine Liste von Kommissionären die regelmässig unsere Auktionen besuchen.

---

**Auction Bidding Agents**

**Commissionnaires / Kommissionäre**

David Feldman SA
175, Route de Chancy, P.O. box 81
1213 Onex, Geneva
Switzerland
T + 41 22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com

---

**Australia**

Hugh Freeman
Tel. +61 (0)2 9977 5635
E-mail hhf@optusnet.com.au

**Germany**

Jochen Heddergott
Tel. +49 (0)89 272 1683
Fax +49 (0)89 272 1685
Mobile +49 (0)151 4040 9090
E-mail jh@philagent.com

Lorenz Kirchheim
Tel. +49 (0)40 645 32 545
Fax +49 (0)40 645 32 241
E-mail Lorenz.Kirchheim@t-online.de

**Italy**

Giacomo Bottacchi
Tel. +39 02 718 023
Mobile +39 (0)339 730 9312
E-mail gbstamps@iol.it

**USA**

Charles E. Cwiakala
Tel. +1 847 823 8747
E-mail cecwiakala@aol.com

Purser & Associates
Tel. +1 857 928 5140
E-mail info@pursers.com

Frank Mandel
Tel. +1 212 675 0819
Mobile +1 718 873 5702

**Great Britain**

Lancaster Auction Agency
Tel. +44 (0)192 326 9775
E-mail michael.read2@hotmail.co.uk
www.lancasterauctionagency.com

Trevor Chinery
Tel. +44 (0)120 533 0026
Fax +44 (0)193 362 2808
E-mail trevortrilogy@aol.com
www.philatelic-auction-agent.co.uk

Nick Martin
Tel. +44 (0)120 546 0968
Mobile +44 (0)770 376 6477
E-mail nick@loveauctions.co.uk
www.loveauctions.co.uk
Contact us

David Feldman SA
175, Route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81, 1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel. +41 (0)22 727 0777 – Fax +41 (0)22 727 0 78
Email: info@davidfeldman.com
www.davidfeldman.com
Autumn Auction Series

Autumn Auction Series
- Rarities of the World including the fabulous Bombay Cover & the Mauritius “Post Office” Issue Printing Plate
- Russian Empire and its Maritime Mail
- Middle East, with Egypt, Persia, Iraq & Ottoman Empire
- British Empire & Great Britain, including a fantastic collection of Tonga
- Plus France and Colonies, Switzerland, Austria, Maritime Mail, Romania & All World collections

David Feldman SA
175, Route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81
1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel +41 (0)22 727 07 77
Email info@davidfeldman.com

View the lots and bid on
www.davidfeldman.com
Consign with Us

Take the advantage of the collaboration between Numisor and David Feldman SA to consign both coins and stamps to your trusted partners.

www.numisor.ch

- 40 years of numismatic experience
- Extensive experience in volume trading of bullion related coins
- Extensive worldwide client list
- Auctions are held in association with David Feldman SA, renowned international stamp auctioneers
- We can also offer the possibility of making direct purchases

We are interested in any World or British coins, particularly gold or those of high quality or rarity. We can handle single pieces or indeed complete collections.

We offer consignors the ability to sell their items via our online auctions as well as on our public auctions in Geneva. Our more frequent on-line auctions also provide the opportunity for vendors to receive payments more quickly after consigning their items to us.

Please feel free to contact us anytime
Worldwide Leader for Rarities

Time and again the greatest collectors entrust David Feldman Auctions when it comes to selling

RECENTLY SOLD BY PRIVATE TREATY

Mauritius “Post Office” 1d and 2d used (Nos. 8 & 21 as per L.N. Williams nomenclature) sold by David Feldman SA in July 2016

The David Feldman company has sold more Grand-Prix winning collections and has obtained more record prices for individual items than any other philatelic auction house.

We are always looking for single stamps, specialised collections and estates from all over the world.

Your results really matter to us as much as they matter to you – so please contact us today and let us get to work for you.
Keep your collection alive

At David Feldman SA we offer you 2 options to show and share your philatelic Treasures:

• a PRINT solution: the Great Philatelic Collections books series, and
• a DIGITAL solution: the Museum of Philately, our new iPad App

David Feldman’s
Museum of Philately

Through our auctions, which have spanned for over forty years, we have presided over the disperal of hundreds of Grand Prix and Large Gold Medal collections, formed by collectors with the passion and resources to pursue their chosen fields over decades or even a lifetime. Thus, the idea was spawned to create deluxe publications and an on-line museum as additional services to eternalise a prized collection, allowing it to live on once it has been sold, thereby preserving it for future generations.

www.davidfeldman.com
A modern presentation of collectors, their collections and their rarities via the latest internet technologies

By consigning a Grand Prix or a Large Gold Medal collection with us, make yourself eligible to participate in both the Great Philatelic Collections programme and the Museum of Philately digital application. These tools will allow you to immortalise your collection and, ultimately, to share your achievements in the world of philately with your loved ones and with the rest of the world.

APP AVAILABLE ON iTUNES
Your contacts
Vos contacts / Ihre Kontakte

Representatives world-wide

Management

Dan Flesher
CEO

Management & Philatelists

Gaël Caron
Director
Specialities: France & Colonies, Postal History

Marcus Orsi
Chief Philatelist
Specialities: Europe, Africa, Middle East

Philatelists

Anders Thorell
Specialities: Switzerland, Europe Classics, Nordics

Ricky Verra
Specialities: GB & British Empire, Asia

Consultant

David Feldman
Auctioneer
Speciality: Philatelic rarities

Outside Philatelists
Daniel Mirecki, Karol Weyna, David MacDonnell, Tony Banwell, Michael Tseriotis

Administration
Dan Flesher (Director), Andreia Pereira

Client Service
Isabel Reppisch

Finance
Fabrice Bac, Marzena Pilch (accounts)

Marketing
Estelle Leclère

Information Technology
Romain Kohn

Publishing Department
Alex Porter, Emilie Buillard (assistant), Gilles Luthi (assistant)
Geneva Area Hotels
Hôtels à Genève / Hotels in Genf

Please contact the hotels directly, in good time, to make your reservations
S’il vous plaît contactez les hôtels directement, en temps opportun, pour faire vos réservations
Bitte wenden Sie sich rechtzeitig und direkt an die Hotels, um Ihre Reservierungen zu machen

1. Auberge de Confignon ***
6, place de l’Eglise, CH-1232 Confignon
Tel. +41 22 757 19 44, Fax +41 22 757 18 89
Room rates: from CHF 125
Distance: 10 minute walk
www.auberge-confignon.ch

2. Hostellerie de la Vendée ****
Chemin de la Vendée 28, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy
Tel. +41 22 792 04 11, Fax +41 22 792 05 46
Distance: 6 minutes by tram 14
Room rates: from CHF 160
www.vendee.ch

3. Hotel Diplomate ****
46, rue de la Terrassière, CH-1207 Genève
Tel. +41 22 592 87 87, Fax +41 22 592 87 78
Distance: 15 min. by taxi / car, 25 min. by tram 12 & 14
Room rates: from CHF 178
http://www.geneva-hotel.ch/diplomate/

4. Hotel Ibis Geneva Petit-Lancy **
Chemin des Olliquettes 8, CH-1213 Petit Lancy
Tel. +41 22 709 02 00, Fax +41 22 709 02 10
Distance: 5 minutes by tram 14
Room rates: from CHF 120

5. Hotel Ibis Budget Geneva Petit-Lancy **
Chemin des Olliquettes 6, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy
Tel. +41 22 709 02 20, Fax +41 22 709 02 1
Distance: 5 minutes by tram 14
Room rates: from CHF 88

6. Hotel des Horlogers ***
Route de Saint-Julien 135, CH-1228 Plan-les-Ouates
Tel. +41 22 884 08 33, Fax +41 22 884 08 34
Distance: 25 minute walk or 5 minutes by taxi
Room rates: from CHF 170
www.horlogers-ge.ch

7. Tiffany Hotel Geneve ****
20, rue de l’Arquebuse, CH-1204 Genève
Tel. +41 22 708 16 16, Fax +41 22 708 16 17
Distance: 17 minutes by tram 14
Room rates: from CHF 250
www.hotel-tiffany.ch

8. Hotel Astoria ***
6, Place Cornavin / CP 1092, CH-1211 Genève
Tel. +41 22 544 52 52, Fax +41 22 544 52 54
Distance: 20 minutes by tram 14
Room rates: from CHF 195
www.astoria-geneve.ch

As always, our staff will be pleased to assist you with your hotel requirements and hope your stay in Geneva will be a pleasant and memorable one!

The David Feldman company is pleased to offer 6 months’ credit facilities for auction purchases (Please contact our accounts department in advance of your visit).

Refreshments and beverages available all day at our cafeteria.

(Updated: RV-09/14)
Geneva location
Emplacement / Standort

Worldwide presence with representatives in the following countries:

Argentina, Australia, Austria, Canada, China, Cyprus, France, Greece, Hong Kong, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Norway, Spain, South Africa, Sweden, Thailand, UK, USA.